
{p4} Carving Space   
Phase One: Additive Series


Challenge:

Gain an understanding of rendering a common form {a shoe} in three different styles; 
Realist, Abstract, Non-Representational/Non-Objective. Expand your creative problem 
solving skills by creating one series built primarily using additive building skills 
{masking tape} & a second series primarily using subtractive building skills 
{styrofoam}. Final presentation will invite a further investigation of space by creating a 
small site specific installation within the WASH building.                                                                                                       
                                                                          
Objectives: 

+ Observe and analyze characteristics and functionality of your object through careful 
observation and research 

+ Conceptually adapt, replicate, stylize, exaggerate and modify the representation of 
your object using three different styles

+ Create an ambitious series, beyond what is expected

+ Gain additive & subtractive building skills by utilizing thoughtful building in three 
dimensions

+ Install work in a site specific & unique manner. 

+ Build critical thinking & creative problem solving skills while working within a series. 


Phase One Materials:  
Your shoe will be made primarily of masking tape. You may use a range of value of 
brown/tan masking tape. No additional color may be used. Cardboard, card stock, 
paper, poster board & glue maybe be used as a substructure, but should not remain 
visible in the design. Document all aspects of your work as it evolves in both your 
Digital & Visual Journal. 
                                                                                                                               
Additive Building:                                                                                                     
Use additive building to create three style versions of the same shoe.                                                                                                                             
Create one realistic shoe, one abstracted shoe & one non-representational shoe. Scale should 
be close to actual size of your shoe with the realistic version.              Scale may vary with other 
style versions {abstract & non-representational}  

Phase One Deadlines:   
MW Crew due on M{2.29}    TR & PM Crew due on T{3.1}  
Realistic taped shoe is DUE @ START of space studio.                                                                     
Abstract & Non-Representational shoe is DUE @ the END of space studio.   


Grade Evaluation: This surface project has two phases. Each phase represents 
50% of your project grade. All WASH projects will be graded based on the following 
rubric: Design {30} + Craft {30} + Concept {20} + Presentation/Critique {10} + Problem 
Solving/Artistic Process {10}.

WASH 
  {Workshop in Art Studio + History}
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{p4} RESEARCH


RESEARCH the FOLLOWING  
{we will be looking for evidence in 
your visual journal...sketch/define/
identify examples in your reading}


abstraction


attachment & binding


contour


installation


limited color palette


mass


non-representational


planes


realism


scale {human scale}


site specific


volume


Additive Building Skills {cut it, score it,  
tear it, wrinkle it, mold it, bend it,  wrap 
it, twist it, roll it, layer it, glue it, 
rearrange it, repeat it, fold it...add layers 
to form}


Subtractive Building Skills {carve it,  
cut it,  drill it,  sand it, slice it, poke it, 
mold it, form it, repeat it...subtract layers 
from form}


Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            Valerie + Ron + Jess + Heather Joy
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